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Revised Rogers-Javits Bill Ready 
As we go to press, Congressman Paul 
Rogers .of Florida is ready to introduce in 
the U. S. House of Representatives a "new" 
bill, The Humane laboratory Animal Treat­
ment Act of 1969. Senator Jacob Javi ts of 
New York has approved the bill and will 
introduce it in the Senate. The date of 
introduction of both House and Senate 
bills will be about the middle of.June, 
depending partly upon the time re�uired to 
obtain co-sponsors. Bill numbers and com­
mittee assignments will be given in our 
September Report to Humanitarians. 
This new bill represents months of work 
by Congressman Rogers and others in revis­
ing the Rogers-Javits bill of the 90th 
Congress. 1t1e P,lJ'j §@9 hill does not 
transfer res o si · ·t for aafuini::hrat·on
o any part of Public law et­
napping Act) from the Department of 
culture to the me o ea u-
cation, an Welfare. The new bill picks 
up where P.- L. 89-544 leaves off, provid­
ing for ·more humane treatment of the ani­
mals throughout their stay in the labora­
tory. Other revisions clarify various 
portions of the bill to strengthen it and 
avoid some past misunderstandings. 
Text of Bill and Explanations 
In this Report No. 8 we give the text of 
the new bill, as we promised. This should 
reach you several weeks before the offi­
cial bill is available. This text is tak­
en from a galley proof which was printed 
before it was finally agreed to by all 
parties who participated in its considera­
tion, but we believe that it is accurate. 
It begins below and continues on Pages 2 
and 3, 
Unavoidable Delays 
The long delay in the introduction of 
the bill was due mainly to events connect-
organizations. The Ng.tiona ocie y or 
:Medical Research, under the leadership of 
its President, Dr. Maurice B. Visscher, 
- has actively fought against approval of
the bill by any other scientific organiza­
tion. To the A-V people it is "all or
nothing". To Dr. Visscher, it is "nothing
at all". Both of these intransigent atti­
tudes lead to the same dismal result so
far as the suffering animals are con­
cerned.
Fortunately for the animals, not all hu­
manitarians are hard-core antivivisection­
ists and not all medical researchers op­
pose regulation designed to avoid unneces­
sary suffering by laboratory animals.
There are many scientists who have studied
the matter sympathetically and objective­
ly,.trying to divorce the issues from name
calling and strait-jacketed thinking.
Among these is Dr. Ioweil Greenbaum, Pro­
fessor of Pharmacology in the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia Uni­
versity, whose position as Past President
and Chairman of the Committee on Legisla­
tion of the New York State Society for
Medical Research made his support particu­
larly valuable. Dr. Greenbaum worked co-
,,_operati vely with humanitarians to find a
formula which would be acceptable to both
:· humanitarians and the kind of construc­
.. ti vely-minded scientists he represents.
As a result, the previous Rogers-Javits 
bill for the first time in the history of 
laboratory animal legislation received the 
approval of a very influential scientific 
group, the :NYSSIYIR, and also ·of the Ame�i­
can Society for Pharmacology and Experi­
mental Therapeutics. Only because of this 
was it possible to obtain the support in 
the 90th Congress of Senator Javits and 
many others. 
Personalities versus Issues 
During the 90th Congress it became evi­
dent that even with the support of the 
leading humane societies and the two medi­
cal organizations, the bill could not be 
gotten through the committees of Congress 
without changes. After months of arduous 
work and negotiation the revised bill was 
produced. The humane societies which have 
been working constructively on laboratory 
animal legislation approved the new bill. 
· And finally, in May, the New York State
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Society for �dical Research also approved 
the revisions. 
During such delays, what frequently hap­
pens is that all kinds of unfounded rumors 
and misinformation start tp circulate. We 
believe that it is better to get the 
available facts to you promptly, so you 
will not be sidetracked by conjecture. 
.The misinformation and half-truths which 
are circulated by opponents in a frantic 
effort to block any constructive efforts 
to help the laboratory animals are more 
likely to center around personalities than_ 
issues. This was shown in our Reports to 
Humanitarians Nos. 6 and 7. Another exam­
ple is to be found in the abuse which has 
been heaped upon Dr. Greenbaum for his ef­
forts in helping to find a common meeting 
ground for the two groups. His remarks at 
a medical society meeting in behalf of 
this legislation, which naturally were 
calculated to appeal to doctors rather 
than humanitarians, have been lifted from 
context and widely circulated in an at­
tempt to discredit Dr. Greenbaum and the 
legislation itself. This undoubtedly has 
influenced many humanitarians against the 
bill.. 
The Main Point 
The result of all of this kind of child­
ish dealing in personalities and name 
calling, as opposed to objective consider­
ation of the issues, is that much,of the 
discussion of laboratory legislation has 
been ludicrously misinformed, and fre­
quently misses entirely the real point, 
which is: Is this the best le islation 
that 
a ma er o JU gmen . ose w o ave ma e 
this judgment are far more experienced in 
such matters than most humanitarians. 
What Should You Do? 
Humane Information Services is a tax­
exempt national humane society which is 
not permitted to devote a substantial part 
of its activities to influencing legisla­
tion. We offer the text and analysis of 
the bill merely as an informational serv­
ice, in response to :many requests by our 
readers, to aid you in forming your own 
judgments. We think the bill is an excel­
lent one, asstro:ng;as it couldbeana:-­
still offer any hope ofpass"age".-But that 
is merely our judgment. Your own position 
with respect to the bill, and what you 
should do to support or oppose it, is en­
tirely up to you. 
A Bill 
To amend the Public Health ,Service Act to 
provide special assistance for the im­
provement of laboratory animal research 
facilities; to establish further ·stand­
ards for the humane care, handling, and 
treatment of laboratory animals in de­
partments, agencies, and instrumentali­
ties of the United States and by recipi­
ents of grants, awards, and contracts 
from the United States; to encourage the 
study and improvement of the care, hand­
ling, and treatment and the developm:nt 
of methods for'minimizing pain and dis­
comfort of laboratory animals used in 
biomedical activities; and to otherwise 
assure humane care, handling, and treat­
ment of laboratory animals, and for oth­
er purposes. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That this 
Act may be cited as the "Humane laboratory 
Animal Treatment Act of 1969". 
DECLA..BATIONS 0§ POLICY 
Sec. 2. The Co:1ocrress hereby finds and 
declares that good health and high quality 
are essential in the laboratory animals 
used in the conduct of biomedical activi­
ties vital to the health and saf'ej:;y of the 
people of the United States, and/that lab-
oratory animals used in biomedical activi­
ties should be spared unnecessary pain and 
discomfort. 
DEFINITIONS 
Sec. 3, For the purpose of this Act-­
(a) The terms "department or agency" and
"department and agency" ·mean any depart­
ment, agency, or instrumentality of the 
United States, or of the District of Co­
lumbia. 
(b) The term "Secretary" means the Sec­
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
(c) The term "laboratory animal research
facility" means any facility where labora­
tory animals are used or held for use in 
biomedical activities and which is either 
(1) owned, controlYed, or used by a person
engaged in biomedical activities who ,is a
recipient of a grant or award from or has
a contract with, or otherwise receives
funds from any department or agency; or
(2) which is owned, controlled, or used by
any department or agency.
(d) The term "labora�ory animal" means
any living warmblooded vertebrate animal 
(other than a human) which is used or in­
tended for use in connection with biomedi­
cal activities. 
(e) The term "biomedical activities"
means research, testing, and education 
utilizing laboratory animals, except in 
elementary and secondary education, in­
cluding research and testing with respect 
to the production and standardization of 
chemicals, detergents, pharmaceuticals, 
cosmetics, and drugs. 
(f) The term "person" includes any indi­
vidual, partnership, association, corpora­
tion (its affiliates and subsidiaries), 
trust, estate, firm, joint stock company, 
(g) The term "accredited" means that a
laboratory animal research facility has 
been inspected by the Secretary, or his 
agents designated pursuant to section 5 
(a)( l), and has been certified by the Sec­
retary as being in compliance with the 
provisions and policy of this Act and with 
the standards and regulations issued pur­
suant hereto and the policies and proce­
dures approved by the facility's Committee 
on Animal Care and Utilization: Provided, 
That the physical plants of laboratory an­
imal research facilities which, under con­
tracts let prior to the date of enactment 
of this Act, have been brought into con­
formance with the standards for laborator­
ies promulgated by the Secretary of Agri­
culture under the Act of August 24, 1966 
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Page 2 - Report to Humanitarians No . 8 - June , l969 Humane Inf'ormation Services ,  Inc . ,  St . Petersburg, F+ori 
LABORATORY LEGISLATICN 
Con . ,inued from Page l 
approved for purposes of initial accredit­
ation . 
(h) The term " Committee on Animal Care
and Utilization" means a · committee com­
posed of 'two or more biomedical scien­
tists , at lea�t one of whom shall be a 
veterinarian employed either on a full­
time or consultant basis , appointed by the 
laboratory animal research facility it 
serves ,  or by the organization or institu­
tion of which such facility is a part . 
The names of the members of this committee 
,shall be on_ record with the Secretary . 
• ( i )  The term "unnecessary pain and suf­
fering" means any pain, discomfort , or
suffering which could be eliminated or re ­
duced in intensity or duration without
preventing the acquisition of that infor­
mation which the experiment or test is
seeking .
( J) The term "biological model" means
any living organism or living or non­
living system which represents the func ­
tions of a living body . 
(k} The term "profes s ionally qualified" 
refers to those persons who are scientif­
ically trained and competent to judge 
whether any pain or discomfort is kept to 
a minimum commensurate with the experi­
mental needs and physiological functions 
under study and whether the use to which 
such animals are put are for legitimate 
s cientific and educational purposes . 
( 1 ) The term "profes sional accrediting
body" means any profes sionally qualified 
individual or organization other than reg­
ular employees of the Department of 
Health, _ Education, and Welfare who may be 
put under coritr.ad� by · the Secretary at his 
pleasure , either on ·a full time or part 
time basis to inspect laboratory animal 
facilities under his direction . 
EXPLANATION OF SECTION 3 ABOVE 
THIS HIGHLY IMPOR�ANT SECTION DEFINES 
TERM3 USED EU3EWEERE IN THE BILL TO 
AVOTI) MISUNDERSTANDING . AND  AMBIGUITY. 
FOR EXAMPLE, SUBSECTION ( c )  DEFINES 
"LABORATORY ANIMAL RESEARCH FACILTI'Y" 
IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO AVOID LEGAL 
LOOPHOLES WHICH MIGHT ARISE BECAUSE OF 
THE VARIETY OF CORPORATE ENTITIES IN­
VOLVED. OTHER 'l'ERM'l AI.'30 HAVE BEEN 
VERY CAREFULLY DEFINED TO INCLUDE ALL 
IMPORTANT ANIMAL USES . AND THE DEFI­
NITION OF THE TERM " BIOLOGICAL MODEL" 
(SUBSECTION J) SHOULD CLEAR UP THE 
MISUNDERSTANDING ON THE PART OF SOME 
HUMANITARIANS WHO THOUGHT 'l'.HIS TERM 
APPLIES ONLY TO LIVE ANIMAL.CJ Afro DOES 
MATHEMATICAL MODEli:J . EACH OF THE OTH­
ER DEFINITIONS HAS BEEN CAREFULLY RE­
SEARCHED, STUDIED AND DWCUSSED BEFORE 
INCLUSION IN THE BILL. 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 
(Section 4 of the bill is omitted here 
to save space , because it is highly tech­
nical and would not be understood by most 
humanitarians , ,  and has little or nothing 
to do with .the main purposes bf the bill . 
The explanation below 'will suffice . )  
EXPLANATION OF SECTION 4 ABOVE 
THIS SECTION RELATES TO GRANTS FOR 
CONSTRUCTION OF LABORATORY ANIMAL RE� 
SEARCH FACrLrrIEs . THE LABORATORIES 
MAKE THE VALID POINT THAT IF THE GOV­
ERNMENT . IS TO REQUIRE THEM TO PROVIDE 
MORE COMMODIOUS AND 1flJMl\NE HOUSEKEEP­
ING FACILrrIEs FOR THE ANIMAL'3 WRICH 
WOULD RUN INTO MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
SOME PROVISION SHOULD BE MADE FOR PRO­
VIDING PART OF THE FUNDS NECESSARY 0 
HUMANITARIANS MIGHT SAY THAT THE LABO­
RATORIES ALREADY ARE GE'.I'I'ING TOO . MUCH 
MONEY, AND SHOULD UBE FUNDS THEY NOW 
ARE DEVOTING TO OTBER PURPOSES FOR THE 
IMPROVED ANIMAL FACILITIES; BUT THIS 
rs A MATTER OF OPINION, FOR CONGRESS 












' ·  
STANDARDS, REGULATIONS, AND ACCREDITATION 
Sec .  5 ,  ( a )  In order to effectuate the findings and declarations set forth in sec­
tion 2 of this Act , the Secretary shall :pres cribe and publish in the Federal Register 
standards and regulations for the humane care , handling, and treatment of those labora­
tory animals used in any significant quantity and such other animals with respect to 
which he deter1nines such standards and regulations are necessary and desirable , and for 
the accreditation of laboratory animal research facilities .  In forrl'ulating such stand­
ards and regulations the Secretary shall cons1ilt with ( 1 )  departments and agencies 
whi_ch use laborator;y animals or which make grants , awards , or contracts involving their 
1�se by the recipients of such grants ,  awards , or contracts ;  ( 2 J the t�ational Academy of 
Sc iences-National Research Council; ( 3 )  and such humane , scientific , and other organi­
zations as he may select . Such standards and regulations shall conform to the require ­
ments prescribed below : 
EXPLANATIOl'J OF SECTION 5 (a )  ABOVE 
SOME MISDIFORMED HlJ1.lAlJITARIANS HAVE SAID THAT STAIIDAFJ)S Al'ID F.EGULA:TIONS GOVERN­
ING THE USE OF AN1i·,VW3 AS PROVIDED rn 'rIIE ACT WOULD BE ESTABLISHED BY THE LABO­
PATORIE:'! THEM3ELVES, OR THE ACCREDTIING BODIES WHICH THEY ASSUME WOUIJ) BE INDE­
PENDENT OF THE SECRETARY OF H .E . W .  IT MUST BE APPARENT FROM A P.EADING OF SEC­
T IO IT ;; , !!CWEVER, THA'I' THE o"ECRETARY, AI-JD ONLY THE SECRETARY, PRESCRIBES THESE 
:';TA;.JDAFrn Al-JD PYGULATIONS . IN FORMULA:�ING THEM, HE MUST CONSULT wrrH VARIOUS 
ORGAIHZI\.TIOm� D'JCLUDH!G HUMANE '.,OCIETIES . Tfil: ACT Dm:S NOT SAY THA'l' H8 " MAY 
CONSlJ1..T" , BUT 3PECIFIES THAT HE "SHALL CONSULT" . NATIONAL RDM/\.NE SOCIE'l'IBS 
THAT ARE A.BIB TO C01'IDUCT SUCH NEGOTIATIONS ON A1'! OBJECTTIJE AND FACTUAL BASL'o 
WILL iiAVF OPPORI'U!HTY 'I'D HAVE A VOICE IN FORMULA'I'ING THE DTMJDARDS AND REGULA­
TIONS , 
(1 ) each laboratory animal research facility shall be accredited and periodically
inspected by the Secretar,Y , or by his des ignated agents , who shall be profes s ionally 
qualified employees  of the Secretary or :profes sional accrediting bodies ,  in order to 
determine if such facility is in co:rrpliance with the provisions and policy of this Act,  
and the standards and regulations is sues pursuant .hereto and the policies and proce ­
d1.rres approved by th8 facility ' s  Committee on Animal Ca2'.'e and Utilization . The Secre ­
tary shall issue certificates attesting to s1�ch accreditation; 
EXPLANATION OF SECTION 5 ( a )  ( 1 )  ABOVE 
SOME HUMANITARIANS HAVE CLAIMED THA.T THE BILL PrtOVIOES "FOR THE FOX TO GUARD 
THE CHICKENS" " ON THE CONTRARY, '3\JBb"ECTION ( 1 )  OF SECTION (a )  PLAINLY GIVES 
AurHORITY Al'ID RESPONSIBILITY TO THE SECRETAKf, 'Y.tfROUGR HIS PROFESSIONALLY­
QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES ( SEE DEFDUTION OF "PROFES::>IONALLY -QUALIFIBD" IN SECTION 3 
(k ) ) OR HIS AGENTS 'I'O KEEP THE IABORATORJES .IN COMPLIANCE . ANY PROFESSIONAL
ACCREDITING BODIES USED WILL !JOT BE ACTlNG ON 'TIIEIR OWN, Bur AS AGENTS OF THE
SECRETARY, WHO RETAINS FULL AUTHORITY TO DETF.RMTNE '!'HE STAl\lDARDS, REGULATIONS
AND POLICIES TO BE FOLLOWED. THERE CAN IlF NO PA3:3 UlG THE BUCK, fil\ll) NO ARBI­
TRARY ACTIO!'I BY ANY PROFESSIONAL BODIES CONTRA.BY TO THE REGULATIONS OF THE SEC­
RETARY .
( 2 ) every laboratory animal research facility shall provide for the review and ap­
proval of pol�c ies  �nd proc�du�e� governing the care , handl.ing, treatment, and .
use of 
laboratory animals in such \acility, for the pu_-r-pose of assuring that laboratory ani­
mals ( a )  are cared for and h�dled humanely in accordance with this Act and the stand-. 
ards and regulations promulgated thereunder by the SecretfilT; (b ) are used in such fa­
cility only for legitimate scientific or educational purposes;  ( c ) are cared for, hand­
led,  treated,  and used only by individuals g_-:.i.alified for their specific tasks and not 
found ineligible under section 6(e ) of this Act; ( d )  and that s ound and reasonable pol­
icies and procedures are followed to protect laboratory an:umtls in such facility 
against unnecessary pain and suffering . Such review and approval shall be made by the 
Committee on Animal Care and Utilization for the facility. Commonly performed proce­
dures need not be .reviewed on an individual basis . Novel procedures likely to cause 
pain shall be reviewed individually; 
EXFLANATION OF SECTION 5 (a )( 2 ) ABOVE 
MAY BE CONDUCTING A NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS. W:rI'H ALL OF THESE MANY 
THOUSANDS OF SEPARATE ACTIVITIES GOING ON SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE THOUSANDS OF 
LABORATORIES, INVOLVING MANY MORE 'l'IIOUSANDS OF WORKERS AND MANY MILLIONS OF AN­
IMAL':,, IT WOULD BE ABSOLUl'ELY IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE SECRETARY OR HIS EMPLOYEES TO 
OBSERVE EACH OPERATION, TO EXAMINE ALL OF THE DETAILED PLAi'I/S INCLUDING THE PRO­
VISIONS FOR ANESTHESIA AND OTHER TREATMENT OF THE ANIMALS, AND TO FREQUENTLY 
VISIT THE VARIOUS LABORATORY ROOM3 IN WHICH THE WORK IS GOING ON. TO DO THIS 
WOULD REQUIRE A REGULATORY STAFF ALMOST A.S LARGE AS THE STAFFS OF THE LABORA­
'i'ORIES THEMSELVES . OBVIOUSLY, CONGRESS WILL NOT PROV.IDE THE HUNDREDS OF MIL-
. .  LIONS OF DOLLARS WHICH WOULD BE REQUIRED TO FINANCE THAT KIND OF SUPERVISION. 
THIS JIAS: BEEN ONE OF THE PRINCIPAL OBJECTIONS TO LABORATORY ANIMAL REGULATION 
· Eft': CONGRESS AND THE LABORATORIES THEMSELVES ,  WHICH SHUDDER TO THINK OF THE MANY
THOUSANDS OF INSPECTORS RUNNING AROUND THE LABORATORIES GE'.I'I'ING IN THE WAY OF 
THOSE WHO ARE DOING THE WORK. FOR A LONG TIME THIS PROBIEM SEEMED TO BE INSOL­
UBLE UNTIL THOSE WORKING ON TRIS LEGISLATION CAME UP WITH THE IDEA OF USING 
COMMITI'EES ,  ON ANIMAL CARE AND UTILIZATION IN EACH LABORATORY FACILITY. THESE
COMMITTEES WILL BE SUFFICJENTLY CLOSE TO THE OPERATIONS, AND BY THE TERM:> OF 
THE BILL ARE REQUIRED TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PLANS FOR EACH OF THE RESEARCH
OR TESTING PROJECTS , THE PROPER INSTRUCT.ION OF THOSE CONDUCTING THE PROJECTS SO
THEY WILL KNOW WHAT IS P.EQUIF'.ED TO MEET THE REGULATIONS ,V."' FORTH BY THE SECRE­
TARY, AND FOR THE COI\JTI'INUOUS INSPECTION OF THE OPERA'.PlONc, ·ro ...;EF, THA'l' THE PROJ-
ECTS ARE CARRIED our AB PLANJIJED AND APPROVED .  p 
. 
BY EMPLOYEES OF THE 
SECRETARY WOULD THE COMMI'l'l'EES O ANIMAL C 
RE C REME 
COMMITTEES WOULD RAVE GRAVE RESPONSIBILITIES, Nor ONLY TO THE SECRETARY, 
Bur ALSO TO THE LABORATORIES BY WHICH THEY ARE EMPLOYED AND TO THEMSELVES . ANY 
EVIDENCE OF INTENTIONAL VIOLATION OF THE SECRETARY ' S  STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS 
WOULD MAKE T� MEMBERS OF THE COMMTITEE, THE LABORATORIES EMPLOYING THEM, A.t"ID 
THE INDIVIBUAL SCIENTISTS CONDUCTI!'IG '.]'HE PROJECTS SUBJECT TO SEVERE PENALTIES 
WHICH ARE COVERED IN A LATER SECTION. ANYONE WHO KNOWS THE WAY IN WHICH PRO­
FESSIONAL PEOPLE OPERATE WILL UNDERSTAND THAT THE MEMBERS° OF THESE COMMITTEES 
WOULD BE EXTREMELY RELUCTANT TO BLINK AT OBVIOUS VIOLATIONS OF THE STANDARDS 
AND REGUIATIONS LAID DOWN BY THE SECRETARY . IF THEY TRIED TO PASS THE BUCK TO 
THEIR SUPERIORS IN THE LABORATORY ORGANIZATION, THE GUILT OF. THE LABORATORY rr-
SELF WOULD BE EVEN MORE EVIDENT, AND THE LABORATORY ADMINISTRATORS WOULD BE EX­
TREMELY RELUCTANT TO APPROVE OR CONDONE A VIOLATION. THIS PROVISION IN THE 
BILL FOR COMMITTEES ON ly.'ifIMAL CARE AND UTILIZATION IN EACH LABORATORY FACILITY , 
FAR FROM BEING THE FOX-GUARDING-THE-CHICKENS PROVISION WHICH MISD'IJFORMED ffiWJ\N­
ITARIAl'!S HAVE CLAIMED, IS ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL AND VALUABLE PROVISIONS OF THE 
BILL, FOR WHICH ALL CONCERNED IN ITS FORMULATION SHOULD BE CONGRATULATED. IF 
THE BILL PASSED WITHOUT THIS PROVISION, WE WOULD HAVE JUST ANorHER UNENFORCED 
LAW ON THE STATUTE BOOKS; AND KNOWING THIS, CONGRESS WOULD BE VERY UNLIKELY TO 
PASS THE BILL. SO, THIS PROVISION FOR COMMITTEES ON ANIMAL CARE AND UTILIZA-
TIOl'I SERVES TWO ESSENTIAL PURPOSES : HELPING TO GET THE BILL PASSED AND EN-
FORCING THE ACT AFTERWARDS . 
' 
( 3 ) commensurate with experinlental needs and with the physiological functions under
study, all biomedical activities likely to cause pain or discomfort greater than that 
attending anesthetization, shall be performed 1::.Ilder adequate anesthesia .  Exceptions to 
the use of such anesthesia shall be made only when anesthesia would defeat the objec­
tive of  the biomedical activity, and then o:ily with the express certification of this 
fact by the facility ' s  Committee on A.11imal C:,.re and Utilization; 
EXPLANATION O'.F SECTIOIJ 5 ( " ) ( 3 ) ABOVE 
THIS SECTION SETS FORTH THE GENERAL LIMITATIONS Ul'IDER WHICH EXPERIMENrs Al'ID 
TESTS MAY BE CONDUCTED. CRITICS WHO HAVE CLAIMED THAT THE SCIENTISTS CAN DO 
ANYTHING TREY WANT TO CANNar HAVE READ THIS SECTiml WITH AN OPEN MIND. FIRST 
IT PROVIDES THAT ANIMALS WHICH MIGHT SUFFER PAil'if OR DISCOMFORT SHALL BE A!"'IBS- '  
THETil'iEDo THERE ARE, AND ALWAYS MUST BE, SOME EXCEPTIONS TO THE ANESTHESIA RE­
QU�MENT . FOR EXAMPLE , IN THE ATTEMPTS TO FIND THE CAUSE OF AJIID CURE FOR CAN­
CER, ANIMALS IN WHICH MALIGNANT GROWTHS HAVE BEEN INDUCED ARE BOUND TO SUFFER 
SOME PAIN OR DISCOMFORT . IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP THEM ANESTHETIZED 
THROUGHO\'J'f THE PERIOD IN WRICH SUCH PAIN OR DISCOMFORT IS EXPERIENCED 0 IT MUST 
BE OBVIOUS TO ANYONE THAT IN THE PRESENT ST.ATE OF PUBLIC OPINION NO CONGRESS 
WOULD .POSSIBLY PASS LEGISLATION PREVENTJ;IfG THE SEARCH FOR THE CAUSE AND CURE OF 
/ 
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:OUS, ALSO, THAT CONGRESS TISELF 
ALL OF THE DIFFERENT CIRCUM­
'IONS TO THE RULE SHALL BE PER-
: TECHNJCAL KNOWLEDGE NOR THE 
: IN SUCH A LEGAL STRAIGHT JACK­
ERNATIVE IS TO INSTRUCT THE 
lE DETAILED STANDARDS AND REGU­
,UDED IN THE :'JILL" 
,erformed on any laboratory animal, 
ob served during and after the op -
surgical and veterinary practice , 
,comfort and infection, except when 
the ob jective of the biomedical 
the expre s s  certification of this 
;tee on Animal Care and Utiliza-
experimental needs and with the 
• study , each laboratory animal
. on for its bodily comfort and each
unanely cared for , handled and 
Ltered,  and housed;
;rical, or re straining dev ices are 
protect the laboratory animal 
; and ,pain; and 
:ON 5 (� )(4 ) ( 5 ) (6 )  ABOVE 
>THER THINGS , PROVIDE FOR THE 
i THROUGHOur THE PERIOD IN WHICH 
: IS BEING CONDUCTED, AND THE 
:I-I PROTECTION, OF COURSE , IS NOT 
lTEVER BY PUBLIC LAW 89-544 , 
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I SECTION 6 (a ) ABOVE 
IB:CTION PROVIDES THAT THE STAND­
;D .BY THE SECRETARY PURSUANT TO 
; N<Yr APPLY TO ANIMAL QUARTERS 
OF P .  L. 89-544, WHICH rs AD­
rnr OF AGRICULTURE , NOR TO ANY 
lER THE JURISDICTION OF P ,  L,  
; VALIDITY OF ANY GLAIM THAT THE 
[N ANY WAY WITH CARRYING OUT OF 
'MENT OF AGRICULTURE . ALL OF 
l AND E.NFORCEMENr PROCEDURES 
[TY OF THE SECRETARY OF H . E . W .
UNDER THE TE RM3  OF THE NEW BILL REPRESENT A NE T  ADDTIION 
TO SUCH PROTECTION OF THE ANIMALS AB IS AFFORDED BY P ,  L. 
89-544 . 
(b ) If the Se cretary determines that a laboratory animal re ­
search fac ility has failed to comply with any of the provis ions 
or policy of thi s  Act , or any of the standards and regulations 
is sued pursuant hereto or the policies and procedure s . approved 
by the facility ' s  Committee on Animal Care and Utilization (ex­
cept those standards and regulations e specially provided for in 
subsection ( a )  of this s ection ) ,  he shall notify the Committee 
on Animal Care and Utili zation of the laboratory animal re ­
search facility, spe cifying the nature of such noncompliance 
and the time within which the noncompliance must be remedied . 
( c )  Any laboratory animal research facility (or subdivision 
thereof ) not owned or controlled by a department or agency 
which knowingly fails to obey after a reas onable period of 
time , as determined by the Secretary, a notice of noncompliance 
is sued by the Secretary under this se ction shall (1 ) be subject 
to a civil penalty of up to $500 for each offense , and each day 
during which such failure continues shall be deemed a separate 
offens e ;  and (2 ) be ineligible to rece ive or use funds for bio­
medical activities from a department or agency under a grant , 
award , or contract made after the effective date of the stand­
ards and regulations issued pursuant to this Act ,  and shall re ­
main so ineligible until such time as the Se cretary determines 
that such laboratory animal research facility is in compliance 
with the provis ions and policy of this Act and the standards 
and regulations is sued pursuant hereto and the policies and 
procedures approved by the facility ' s  Committee on Animal Care 
and Utilization : Provided,  That the Secretary may limit such 
ineligibility to receive or use such funds in any given case of 
noncompliance to the particular grant, award, or contract in 
connection :with which such noncompliance occurred . 
( d )  If any laboratory animal research facility owned or con­
trolled by a department or agency knowingly fails to obey a no­
tice of noncompliance is sue d  by the Secretary under this sec­
tion, the Secretary shall give public notice of  such noncompli ­
ance in the Federal Register . 
EXPLANATION OF SECTION 6 (b ) ( c ) (d )  ABOVE 
THESE SUBSECTIONS PROVIDE THAT ANY NON-GOVERNMENrAL LABO­
RATORIE,3 FOill\JD TO BE NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH . THE STAl'IDARDS 
Al'ID REGULATIONS PROMULGA'l'ED BY THE SECRFTARY SHALL BE 
SUBJEC':r TO A CIVIL PENAL'.IT OF UP TO $500 FOR EACH ,3EPA­
RATE OFFE NSE , AND FOR EACH DAY DURING WHICH SUCH FAILURE 
TO COMPLY CONTINUES . THIS DAILY PENALTY SOON COULD 
AMOUNT TO A VERY SIZABLE SUM, AND CERTAINLY WOULD BE 
S'FnENUOUSLY AVOIDED BY THE LABORATORIES . IN ADDl"TION, 
HOWEVER, THE LABORATORY WOULD BE INELIGIBLE TO RECEDlK OR 
USE ANY FUNDS FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT UNDER GRANTS;­
AWARDS OR COT'lrRACTS , AND WOULD REMAIN SO INELIGIBLE UNTIL 
THE SECRETARY FOUND THE LABORATORY TO AGAW BE IN COMPLI­
ANCE . THESE PENALTIES ARE SO SEVERE THAT SOME OBJECTil'IG 
SCIENTISTS RA.VE COMPLAINED THAT THE SECRETARY COULD CALL 
UP A GREAT RESEARCH INSTrrurION SUCH AS COLUMBIA UNIVER­
SITY AND TELL THEM TO SHU:r DOWN ALL ACTIVITIES SUPPORTED 
BY GDVERJ\lME:NT GRANTS BECAUSE SOME ffi'l})ERLING IN A LABORA­
TORY CONTROLLED BY THE UNIVERS ITY HAD MISTREATED ONE DOG. 
THIS KIND OF CLAIM BY SOME SCIENrISTS IS JUST AS RIDICU­
LOUS AS THOSE MADE BY SOME OBJECTING HUMANITARIANS , THE 
BILL PROVIDES ADEQUATE PRorECTION AGAINST Y OR 
HIS . . B .
, .  . 
j 
ING AT ONE AND THE :;A.MF: 1'IME THAT THE BILL IS SO LENIENT 
AS TO GTVE NO PROTF.CT IOl'l TO 'l'HE ANIMALS AND SO RESTRIC-
'l' JYE: 11;; 'l'O 1'NDANGER TllE OPERATIONS OF GR.EAT RESEARCH IN­
STl"ftJTIONS ! 
(e ) The individual who conducts or supervises  any biomedical 
activity involving the use of any laboratory animal protected 
by this Act shall be deemed accountable for such animal during 
the perio'.i of such activity and the period of its postoperative 
care , and shall, during such periods , insure compliance with 
the , provts,ions and policy of this Act,  the standards and regu­
lations is sued pursuant hereto , and the policies and procedures 
approved by the facility ' s  Committee on Animal Care and Utili ­
zation . ·An-:,· such individual who ,  after opportunity for agency 
hearing, has been found b-:,- the Secretary to be guilt:i- of vio­
lating any such requirements shall be ( 1 )  ineligible to use 
laboratory animals in any laboratory animal re search fac ility 
and ( 2 ) be ineligible to rece ive a grant , award , or contract 
from the United State s involving the us e of J_abm;ator;y animals . 
The Secretary shall pres cribe by regulation the conditions un­
der which such an i ndividual may have such eligibility re ­
stored . 
EXPLANATION OF SECTION 6 ( e )  ABOVE 
THE BILL PROVillES PENALT IBS FOR NONCOMPLIANCE NOT ONLY 
AGAINST LABORATORIES, BUI1 AISO AGAINST THE INDIVIDUALS 
WHO CONDUCT OR SUPERVISE AIIY BIOMEDICAL ACTIVITY INVOLV­
ING THE USE OF ANIMALS . THE GUILTY INDIVIDUAL .BECOMES 
INELIGIBLE TO USE LA.BORA.TORY ANIMALS IN ANY LABORATORY 
ANIMAL RESEARCH FACILITY, AND INELIGIBLE TO RECE IVE A 
GRANr OR CONr�CT FROM THE UNITED STATES INVOLVING THE 
USE OF LABORATORY ANIMA.L'-3 . THIS WOULD EFFECTIVELY STOP 
· EMPLOYMErlT OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN ANY EY.PERIMENTS OR TESTS
USING ANIMALS . RE WOULD AlJ'.lOST SURELY LOSE HIS JOB, AND 
BE UNABLE TO OBTAIN ANOTHER ONE IN A.IiJY CY:rHER LABORATORY . 
SUCH POSSIBILITIES DISTURB SOME SCIENTISTS WHO DO NCY:r UN­
DERSTAND THE SAFEGUARDS AGAINST ARBITRA.,.'l.Y OR WHIMS ICAL 
ACTIONS BY THE SECRETARY . BANKING LAWS AllID REGULATIONS 
COULD PITT BAl"'illill our OF BUS HJESS , TOO, B\J"T SUCH PROVISIONS 
ARE NOT USED TO COERCE PEOPLE WHO ARE HONESTLY TRYING TO
· COMPLY . 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
( Se ction 7 of the bill is omitted here to save space , and 
because it consists o� highly te chnical legal spec ifications . )
\ 
EXPLANATION OF SECTION 7 ABOVE 
THIS SECTION PROVIDES FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ANY ACTIONS 
TAKEN BY THE SECRETARY, Al\1D IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PRE ­
VENTING ARBITRARY OR WHIMS ICAL ACTIONS BY THE SECRETARY 
TAKEN CONTRARY TO THE ACTUAL FACTS OF THE CABE OR A REA- . 
SONABLE INTERPRETATION OF THESE FACTS ANJJ THE ACT . 
WHET!IBR OR NOT THESE PROVISIONS WERE . CONTAHJED IN THE 
BILL, THE CONSTrrurION Al'JD THE RIGHTS OF Il'IDIVIDUALS 
AGAINST ARBITRARY ACTIONS BY THE GOVERNMENT WOULD MA.KE IT 
POSS IBLE FOR AGGRIEVED PARTIES TO RESORT TO THE COURTS , 
THE PROVISI,ONS OF THIS SECTION MERELY SPELL OUT 'THE CON­
DITIONS UNDER WHICH SUCH RESORT MUST BE FOLLOWED, PARTLY 
IN ORDER TO AVOID LONG-DRAWN-Our COURT CASES AllID DIFFI­
CULTIES IN DETERMINING . WHEN ACTS TAKEN BY THE SECRETARY 
WOULD BECOME FINAL . 
F INANCIAL ASS ISTANCE 
Se c . 8 .  ( a )  The Se cretary shall enco-,.irage research , promote , 
and make such funds available as Congre s s  may appropriate for 
I 
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promoting the efficient and humane care , handling, treatment, 
and use of laboratory animals through the training of personnel 
in laboratory animal care and use ;  the improvement and develop ­
ment of laboratory animal methods and techniques ;  the develop­
meut of humane instruments ; the DJ4Jrovement and development of 
humane methods for the care , handling, treatment , and use of 
laboratory animals ;  the diagnosis , study, and control of labo­
ratory animal diseas e ;  the study and definition of more effi­
cient biological models ; the development and maintenance of 
unique and valuable c olonie s of research animals ; the improved 
operation of institutional laboratory animal resource s ;  the re ­
duction of pain to laboratory animals ; the use of the least 
sensitive or nonsent ient biological models commensurate with 
particular experimental purpos e s ;  and the effe ctive retrieval 
and use of sc ientific information . (b ) The· Secretary i s  au-
thori zed to make , on such terms and conditions as he may deem 
appropriate , grants to or contracts with profe ssional accredit­
ing bodie s employed by him, to as sist in meeting the costs of 
such bodies in carrying out the function of accreditation pro­
vided for in  this Act . 
EXPL/.INATION OF SE CTION 8 ABOVE 
THIS VERY IMPORTANr SECTION OF THE BILL HAS BEEN LEFT AL­
MOST AB TI WAS IN THE BILL INrRODUCED IN THE PREVIOUS 
CONGRESS . HUMANE INFORMATION SERVICES BELIEVED rr WOULD 
BE DESIRABLE TO SUBSTITurE DIFFERENT LANGUAGE FOR SECTION 
8 ( a ) ,  BECAUSE OF THE FACT THAT SOME HUMANITARIANS HAD 
COMPLETELY MISCONSTRUED THE 
. 
PROVISIONS OF THIS SE CTION . 
THE RATHER INVOLVED AND TECHNICAL LANGUAGE FAII.3 TO MAKE 
PIAIN TO THE LAYMAN THE PRINCIPAL INTENT OF THE SECTION, 
WHICH IS TWOFOLD: TO DEVELOP AND PROMOI'E THE USE OF MORE 
HUMANE EXPERIMENTAL AND TESTING TECHNIQUES, AND TO EN­
COURAGE THE SUBSTrrurroN OF NON-SENrIENT BIOLOGICAL MOD­
Elll SUCH AS TISSUE CULTURES AND MATHEMATICAL MODEI.3 FOR 
LIVE ANIMALS IN EXPERIMENrATION AND TESTING. O'.l'HERS OB­
JEC'IBD TO THE: PROPOSED CHANGE IN WORDING OF THIS SECTION, 
FOR VARIOUS REASONS WHICH WE CANNor TAKE THE SPACE TO GO 
INTO HERE . HOWEVER, rr WAS AGREED TO INSERT THE DEFINI­
TION OF BIOLOGICAL MODEL IN SECTION 3, AND WITH THIS 
CLARIFICATION SECTION 8 PROVIDES FOR ATrAINING ESSENTIAL­
LY THE SAME OBJECTIVES , ALTHOUGH THE LANGUAGE OF TEE SEC­
TION IS NOT AS CLEAR AS IS DESIRABLE FROM , THE STANDPOINr 
OF GAINING UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTANCE BY HDMANTIARIANS . 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 
Sec . 9 - The Se cretary shall colle ct and make available 
through publications , conferences ,  films , demons trations , and 
other appropriate means , information relating to the humane 
care , handling, treatment , and use of laboratory animals used 
for biomedical activitie s ,  including, but not limited to, the 
proper use of anesthes ia ,  des ign and anal-:,·sis of experiments ,  
sele ction of the b iological model, and the effective use of 
informational tools , and , insofar as pos sible , shall .provide 
technical as s istance with respect to the means of providing and i 
training the personnel necessary to as sure such humane care , 
handling, treatment , and use of laboratory animals to depart­
ments , or agencies ,  persons , laboratory animal research facili­
tie s ,  and other entities . 
, EXPLANATION OF SECTION 9 ABOVE 
HUMANITARIANS MIGffT BETI'ER UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE OF 
THIS SECTION IF THEY TJIII COW::XJ;)EE>-�- HOUI:a> ..,.,_nm :u 
NO- BILL OF THIS KIND WERE PAS
SED, Bur THAT SOMH: RICH PER-
GRANT OF MONEY TO EMPLOY QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS WHO WOULD-"··=· 
INFORM THEMSELVES REGARDING ALL KINDS OF IMPROVED :METHODS 
FOR THE MORE HUMANE CARE, RANiiLING, TREATMENT AND USE OF 
LABORATORY ANIMAIS .  THESE IMPROVED METHODS WOULD INCLUDE 
THE PROPER USE _OF ANESTHESIA, THE PROPER DES IGN AND ANAL-
YSIS OF EXPERIMENTS IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF ANI-
MAIS REQUIRED TO BE USED, AND THE SELECTION AND USE OF 
BIOLOGICAL MODELS OTHER THAN LIVE ANIMAIB . FURTHER, LET 
US SUPPOSE THAT THE HUMANE SOCIETIES COULD BY SOME MAGI-
CAL STROKE RECEIVE EABY ENTREE TO THOSE PEOPLE IN THE 
IABORATORIES WHO PLAN AND CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS AND TESTS , 
AND THAT THE LATI'ER WOULD BE RECEI?TIVE TO THE IR SUGGES-
TIONS . IT CAN BE READILY SEEN THAT ALL OF. THIS WOULD 
HAVE A TREMENDOUSLY BENEFICIAL EDUCATIONAL EFFECT UPON 
LABORATORY PERSONNEL OVER A PERIOD OF TIME . IN THE LONG 
RUN, AND IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY OF 
GET:rING BETTER TREATMEI'IT FOR LABORATORY ANIMALS AND PRO­
M<YrING THE SUBSTITUTION OF OTHER BIOLOGICAL MODELS FOR 
LIVE ANIMALS IS THROUGH EDUCATION AND PERSUAS ION. BUT 
OBVIOUSLY, SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY WILL NEVER BE PRESENTED TO 
HUMANE ORGANIZATION$ ., THE BJ;I,,L, HOWEVER, DOES PROVIDE 
FOR THE SAME KIND OF EDUCATIONAL WORK WITH THE LABORATOR-
IES, TO EE COl'IDUCTED BY EMPLOYEES OF_ THE SECRETARY WHOSE 
JOB IT WOULD BE TO BE COME FULLY INFORMED ON THE POSSIBIL­
ITIES OF THESE , IMPROVEMENTS , AND WHOSE SUCCESS ON THE JOB -
WOULD . BE ME.A.SURED LARGELY IN TERMS OF HOW WELL THEY WERE 
ABLE TO BRING ABOUT THE INTRODUCTION OF IMPROVED AND MORE 
HUMANE LABORATORY TECHNIQUES . 
SAVINGS CLAUSE 
Sec . 10 . I:f any provision of this Act or the application 
thereof to any person, department , or agency, or to any circum­
stance shall be held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the 
applicat ion of any such provis ion to persons , departments , or 
agencie s ,  or circumstances other than those as to which it is  
held invalid, shall not be affected thereby . 
EXPLANATION OF SECTION 10 ABOVE 
THIS IS THE LEGAL CLAUSE INCLUDED IN NEARLY ALL FEDERAL 
LEGISLATION, DESIGNED TO PREVENT DECLARATION OF THE EN­
TIRE ACT TO BE UNCOHSTITUI1IONAL IF ANY PART OF IT WERE 
HELD TO BE HNALID. IT IS FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE ANI­
MAI.S . 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
Se c . ll . The Secretary is authorized to promulgate such 
standards ,  rules ,  regulations , and orders as he may deem neces ­
sary in order to effe ctuate the policy and purposes of this 
Act .  
HOW TO REG ISTER YOUR OP I NION - In our Report to Humani­
tarians No . 7 we answered your que stions about what could be 
done about the b ill before introduction , Immediately after 
introduction in June , when the bill numbers are available , 
you may wish to write "The Honorable Harley 0 .  Staggers , 
Chairman, House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce , 
House Office Building, Washington, D. C .  20515 " ,  asking him 
please to hold hearings oi;i. the House b ill as soon as pos si­
ble . You could also write to Senator Ralph Yarborough, · 
Chairman, Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare , Sen­
ate Office Building, Washington, D .  C .  20510 , asking him to 
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" N  ews A b o u t  A n i m a l s " 
Many humane societies fill the ir house organs and other reports with cute storie s 
about a�imals . They have nothing to do with spe cific humane problems or programs , and 
are de signed mostly to produce more contributions from animal lovers who are moved to 
action by such sentimental storie s . Since mos.t humane societies  are short of funds 
this is  an important cons ideration . But our Reports to Humanitarians are intended for 
those whose love for animals is  beyond que stion; and who are sufficiently intere sted to 
want the real meat about humane problems and programs for dealing with them. 
From the beginning, however ,  we have intended publishing, in addition to our Reports 
to Humanitarians , materials des igned to reach those who know little or nothing about 
humane :problems and :programs , whose interes t  in animals is confined to the ir own :pet s ,  
and who d o  not know enough about animals t o  cause them t o  take any real intere st  i n  the 
'welfare of animals generally and in :programs to promote animal welfare . 
We have given a great deal of thought to the type of publication which might be most 
suitable for this pur:pose . Expens ive , slick paper magazine s  cost too much to rece ive 
"Wide distribution . They are good only for 
keeping humane society members as happy 
contributors .  We need something which can 
be distributed free on a mas s bas i s , at a 
very low cost per copy to allow for inev­
itable waste . Our four -page newspaper 
tabloid is less  expens ive than even small 
job-printed leaflets , yet permits the va­
riety of stories and disguised mes s ages 
ne cessary to elicit public interest in an­
imal problems . Another very inexpens ive 
format is that customarily used for small 
religious tracts , printed on cheap paper 
and folded once to fit in the pocket . We 
will try both ,  but first will be the tab­
loid newspaper , which will be called " News 
About Animals " .  
Our members can help greatly in two 
ways : 
(1 ) By sending us glos sy prints of good , 
clear photogra:phs of animals , e s:pecially 
if the :picture has some news value . The 
commercial news services charge subs tan­
tial amounts for the use of the ir illus ­
trations which you see in th•': newspapers , 
which would run into too much money . So , 
:please send us your own non-co:pyrighted 
photogra:phs of cute or intere sting ani ­
mals . We also need  both newsy and cute 
No Convent ion- Cru i se ! 
Somewhat to our surprise , quite a few 
of our members .sent in the convention­
cruise  coupon from our Report No . 7 .  
However,  the preferred date s indicated 
by the se coupons exhibited no concen­
tration, and it was evident that the 
total nu.mber who could take the cruise  
at  any one time would be below the min­
imum re quired by the steamship company 
for such attractive rates . Therefore , 
we have definitely cancelled the con­
ve ntion- cruise , at least for this year . 
Three of our readers . wrote in disa:p ­
proval , sugge sting that the money which 
would be required for the cruise  might 
be used to be tter advantage directly in 
behalf of the animals . Please be as ­
sured that the convention..:cruise  would 
have cost H1JJnane Il1i'ormation Service s 
not one penny . That is one of its ad­
vantage s over other type s of · conven­
tiom; which cost some humane societies 
thous ands of dollars . J\Jor would the 
1Jersonal expenditure s by those at tend­
ing the convention reduce the ir dona-
--�---.non-c_o:oyrJ
g
_b,t_ed ,  brief stories about ani ­
mals � either fictiori- or rion-fiction . Both 
tions . On the contrary, when the more 
affluent humanitariEJ,ns who could afford 
L 
e e y - oc en- e : w 'o,  w a , -w. ere , 
when and why . They should be accompanied 
by written permis s ion for us to reproduce . 
without charge . Sorry, we cannot return 
or acknowle<?-ge unused  materials ; our staff 
already is overloaded .  
( 2 )  By distributing copie s of the tab ­
loid in churche s ,  Sunday s chools , humane 
meetings , s cout meetings , women ' s  organi­
zation meetings , supermarkets , drugstore s ,  
etc . And in all cases , permi s s ion and co -
operation from the organization or store 
must be obtained -- otherwise the papers 
probably would be thrown in the trash can 
as soon as you leave . 
If you want to help the animals in e i ­
ther o r  both of these  ways , please le t us 
know, telling us exactly what you can do . 
be ing done by the socie ty,  they would 
be likely to increase the ir contribu­
tions ! Tl10se whose income s are very 
l imited are unlikely to atte nd a con­
ve ntion no matter 'dbere or how it is 
held , which is  unfortunate be cause many 
of them have a great deal to contribute 
to the proceedings . For them, the 
IJrinte d word must  suffice . That is one 
reason why Humane Information Servi_ce s 
has emphas i zed in-de:pth reports rather 
than brief news items ; our Re:ports to 
H1JJnanitarians serve , in a sens e ,  as 
sub�; titute s f"or ge tting around the ta­
ble together and having full and frank 
dis cus s ions . 
Laboratory B i  1 1  D i scu s s ion Compl ete ? 
We do not want our readers to conclude from the amount of space devoted to labo­
ratory animal legislation in this and other re ce nt Reports to Humanitarians that 
this is the only subject we cons ider to be important ! On the contrary, we have 
many other highly important humane problems re ady for discus sion . But the labora­
tory animal legislation now is at a critical stage ;  intelligent and crucial de ci­
s ions by humanitarians depend upon having up -to -date facts available . We believe 
the e s sential :principles and facts have been ade g_uately tre ated in Re:ports 6 , 7 
and 8; future is sues  will be devoted mostly to other s ub j e cts , some of which are 
given below : 
• Why animal suffer-ing is increasing much faster than the ab ility of humane 
societies to cope with it . 
• Billions of poultry experience unnece ssary suffering . 
• Slaughter of dogs and cats  in many �nimal shelters and pounds under condi-
tions worse than in meat packin� plants . 
• A new approach to humane education, bas ic to improvement in animal welfare . 
• Millions of baby chicks smothered to death . 
• Are humane societies , as claimed by prominent televis ion personality, just 
a racket ? 
• Antiquate_d law0 affecting animals and how to improve them . 
• How to obtain better enforcement of humane laws . 
• Hwnane conditions in other countrie s - - why and how to improve them . 
• Wbat are the alternatives to "putting dogs and cats to sleep" ? 
• 'rite use of carbon · dioxide to reduce suffering of euthanasia and slaughter . 
Ra t s ! 
We were amazed at the favorable response 
to our Report J\Jo . 3 , is sued in M:trch, 
1968, about the humane aspects of rat 
eradication . We want those who offered to 
as sist  in our rat program to know that we 
have not overlooked them . But this is  a 
long-term proj ect ,  re quiring a great deal 
of preliminary work . Pe st  control author ­
itie s who are steeped in conventional 
methods of rat eradication are reluctant 
to give up the idea that the cruel and un­
safe poisons such as 1080 are ne cessary . 
We have been gathering more evidence to 
the contrary, and other materials which we 
can use in our long-term program . One of 
the be s t  analyses of the rat problem, with 
convincing factual substantiation, - is  an 
article by Profes s or David E .  Davis in The 
World Book Encyclopedia, pp . 86-99 . 
Bureau Cooperates  
We have been active in trying to achieve 
modifications of some of the official 
handbooks and other publications read by 
pest control operators . We have had e spe ­
cially good cooperation from the Bureau of 
Sport Fisherie s and Wildlife of the U. S .  
Department of the Interior . It recently 
:published a leaflet on rat control methods 
which could hardly be improved upon . This 
leaflet is intended for general distribu­
tion, and emphas izes  control methods which 
avoid the use of the inhu,110,ne and unsafe 
one -shot poisons . The leaflet ,  entitled 
"Rats - - let ' s  Get Rid of Them" ; is  vecy 
well written and illustrated, and can be 
obtained for 5¢ a copy from the Superin­
tendent 0£ Documents , Washington, D. C .  
20402 . However, Humane Information Serv­
ices has bee.n given a limited supply, and 
you can obtain one or two copies by writ­
ing to us , if you have real use for them. 
The Bureau also is preparing a much more 
complete discus s ion of rat control meth­
ods , to be published as a revision of its 
former "Urban Rat Control Handbook" . They 
have been kind enough to send us a draft 
ber of specific suggestions . We have re ­
ce ived an encouraging reply to these sug­
ge stions . We believe that our members 
will agree that an objective , reasonable 
approach to government officials and oth­
ers concerned with humane problems is much 
more effe ctive than writing letters of de ­
nunc iation . Persuas ion is much more ef­
fective than attem:pted force , This is be-
ing demonstrated by the black student pro­
te stors who seem bept on de stroying much 
of the good will and accomplishments of 
the :previous c ivil rights movement . Hu­
manitarians may well learn something from 
events of the past year . 
More About 
Housing Deve lopment Cats 
Mr's . Virginia W .  Sargent ,  Pres ident of 
the Animal Prote ctive Association, Inc . ,  
Box 172 , Garrett Park, 1-hryland 20766, 
writes : "We are glad that you have shown 
concern (about cats made homeles s  by hous ­
ing developments - - see item on Page 4 of 
Report No . 7 )  . • . •  Our Assoc iation (al­
s o ) has been concerned about slum clear­
ance and urban renewal cats , dogs and 
other animals , and the ir res cue has been 
one of its main activities • • • •  We did 
most  of this work in the large S .  W .  
Washington, D .  C .  slum cleararice back in 
1958 . . .  and are keeping track of pre s ­
ent urban renewal and slum clearance 
areas . Two shelters and a nearby humane 
organization refer cases  of this type to 
us . We have several volunteer hel:pers . 
We kee:p in touch with housing authorities 
and the Relocation Office of the Redevel­
o:pment Land Agency • • . •  If any of your 
members are interested in receiving our 
next Newsletter ( one may come out in June 
in which we hope to cite a number of sam­
ple case s )  we will be glad to send such . "  
Humane Information Services has rece ived 
other letters stating that the writers are 
feeding the abandoned cats , ·which only 
multiplies their troubles ,  and believe 
that Mr's . Sargent ' s  approach, through co­
operation with local shelters that will 
receive the animals whe n  they are caught , 
i s  potentially more effective . 
! 
